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Investigations of several general problems involved in the use of a new method of 
terminated equations are reported. This method is applied to the problem of scattering of 
mesons by nucleons with a higher degree of approximation than formerly. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

I N spite of the known shortcomings of modern 
-quantum field theory, all the derivations of 

quantum electrodynamics that are capable of experi
mental verification have been fully corroborated 
experimentally. However, the same cannot Le said 
of meson theory, principal! y because in meson 
theory, unlike in electrodynamics, it is impossible 
to expand the interaction constant in powers. 
Nevertheless, this does not exclude the possi
bility that modern meson theory agrees with exper
ience even though in a certain limited energy re
gion only. To resolve this problem it is necessary 
to solve the field equations by a method other 
than the conventional perturbation theory. Among 
the several such methods, the one that is being 
most intensely developed in recent times is the 
method of terminating the field equations in ac
cordance with the number of virtual particles (we 
shall call this for brevity the method of terminated 
equations). 

Its advantages over the so-called four-dimen
sional methods (for example, the Bethe--Salpeter 
method 1 ) are first that the physical sense of all 
quantities employed in this method is quite clear, 
and second, that it permits obtaining directly from 
the system of four-dimensional covariant equations 
a relatively easily solvable system of equations in 
three-dimensional momentum space. 

However, the value of this method will, in the 
final analysis, be determined by whether it is e
nough, when solving physical problems, even in a 
limited energy region, to take into account only a 
relatively small number of virtual particles in the 
sense that consideration of a larger number of 
particles will not affect substantially the result of 
calculations, and that this result will agree with 
experiment. So far it has not been possible to 

1 E. E. Salpeter and H. A. Bethe, Phys. Rev. 84, 1232 
(1951); J. Schwinger, Pro c .. Nat. Acad. Sci. 37, 455 
(1951); M. Geli-Mann and F. Low, Phys. Rev. 84, 350 
(1951) 
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find a method for the general solution of this 
problem analytically, so that an answer to this 
question can apparently be obtained only by 
direct computation of various effects. 

In our opinion, the principal hope for the pos
sible success of this method is based on the fact 
that its application to the scattering of mesons by 
nucleons has led to a considerable theoretical 
success in explaining theexperimentallyobserved 
resonance of a pi-meson + nucleon system in a 
I=] = 3/2 state at an energy on the order of 
180 mev2. 

The method of terminated equations for meson 
dynamics was independently suggested by Tamm3 

in 1945 and Dancof£4 in 1950; the latter, however, 
did not know that an analogous method was em
ployed by FokS in electrodynamics as early as 

1934. 
Without dwelling on the history of the develop

ment of the method, let us note only two of the 
most important recent investigations that con
tributed substantially to its perfection. Cini 6 

proposed a covariant formulation of the method and 
first investigated the question of renormalization in 
this method. Dyson 7 suggested that the actual 
physical system be described by parameters that 
characterize the difference between this systemand 
a physical rather than a mathematical vacuum; this 
enabled him particularly to eliminate from con
sideration vacuum loops, the treatment of which 
involves specific difficulties in the old method. 

2 S. Fubini, Nuovo Cimento 10, 564 (1953); M. J. 
Dyson, M. Ross, E. E. Salpeter, S. S. Schweber, M. K. 
Sundaresan, W. M. Wirschera and H. A. Bethe, Phys. 
Rev. 95, 1644 (1954) 

3 I. E. Tamrn, J. Phys. USSR 9, 445 (1945) 
4 S. M. Dancoff, Phys. Rev. 78, 382 (1950) 
5 V. A. Fok, Phys. z. Sowjetunion 6, 425 (1934) 
6 M. Cini, Nuovo Cimento 10, 526, 624 (1953) 

7 F. Dyson, Phys. Rev. 90, 994; 91, 421, 1543 (1953) 
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We shall call the variant of the method as sug
gested by Dyson the "new method" of terminated 
equations. 

This article first considers several general 
problems, arising when the "new method" is 
used, and then applies this method to meson 
scattering by nucleons, employing a much closer 
approximation than used in the past. Section 2 
contains a formulation of the general rules for 
obtaining the system of covariant equations by 
the new method of terminated equations. The 
essential difference is emphasized between the 
above formulation of the method and the so called 
Levy-Klein method8 , which, generally speaking, 
results in a divergent series in powers of the 
coupling constant for the unknown amplitude in the 
kernel. Section 3 discusses the transformation of 
the covariant equations into the three-dimensional 
momentum space. Section 4 is devoted principally 
to the selection of the correct boundary equations 
when solving various problems by the new method 
of terminated equations. It is shown that the 
boundary conditions can be formulated in the new 
method by using the connection between the 
amplitudes obtained by the old and new methods. 

In Sec. 5, the new method is used to investigate 
the scattering of pi-mesons by nucleons. An ap
proximation is discussed in which the contribution 
of the so-called "minus-particles" to the amplitude 
of the scattering is taken into account. Section 6 
contains a report on the basic results of the analy
sis of the self-energy terms arising in the equations 
for the meson + nucleon system. 

It is quite difficult to eliminate successively the 
divergent terms in the equation for the meson 
+ nucleon system in the approximation considered in 
this article. First af all, two renormalized charges9 

result from the renormalization of the self-energy 
kernel; second, calculation of the finite additions 
due to these kernels leads to additional poles in 
these equations (see also reference 10 ); finally, 
unlike the solution for the interaction of two 

nucleons, the solution for the meson+ nucleon 
system with I = 1/2 contains singularities, which 
must be eliminated by additional renormalization 11. 
These problems are not considered in this article. 

We have carried out numerical calculations for 
the case I = 3/2 without taking into account the 
self-energy terms, but taking into account the 
"minus particles", 

2. GENERAL FORMULATION OF THE 
"NEW" METHOD 

We shall employ the interaction representation. 
Let 'P (a) be the state vector of the system under 
consideration on a space-like three-dimensional 
surface a; let 'P 0 (a) be the corresponding physical
vacuum vector. 

Let H (x) be the Hamiltonian of the interaction 
at the four-dimensional point x lying on the surface 
a. The wave functions satisfy the well-known 

equations: . 8'¥(cr) = H ( ) 'Y ( ) 
t 3cr (x) X :; ' 

(2.1) 
. a'f'"~(cr) • 

- t 8cr (x) ='Yo (cr) H (x). 

Let t/J~ (x) and lfi ~(x) be the nucleon-field oper

ators in the interaction representation and let 
¢s (x) be the meson-field operators. Here 0( is the 
spinor index ( 0( = 1, 2, 3, 4 ), ,\the isotopic-spin 
index of the nucleon ( ,\ = l, 2 ), and s the isotopic
spin index of the meson ( s = 1, 2, 3 ). We shall 

frequently drop these indices. Operators t/J, 
t/J , and ¢ obey the usual commutation rules: 

We shall term the quantities of the following type: 

<Hxi))a=='Y;(:;)·~(X1)'Y(cr), (2.3) 

('f (xi) 'f (xJ)o -=---:: '!"~ (cr) '-\1 (xi) t (x2) ':l" (:;), 

(\i(xl) ... ~ (x") HY1) ... ~ (Ym)? (zl) ... t (z,))o-

=='l''~(cr) NV(xl) .. -~ (Xn) ~ (yl) ... ~ (Ymh(zl) ... 9 (zr) 'Y (cr), 

8 A. Klein, Phys. rev. 90, ll01 (1953) 
9 

V. P. Silin, J, Exper. Theoret. Phys. USSR 27, 754 
(1954) 

10 V. M. Visscher,Phys. Rev. 96, 788 (1954) 

11 S. Fubini, Nuovo Cimento 10, 851 (1953); M. Levy, 
Phys. Rev. 94, 460 (1954); D. Ito and H. Tanaka,Progr. 
Theor. Phys. 11, 501 (1954); S. Chiba, Progr. Theor. 
Phys. 11, 494 (1954); T. Joshimura, Progr. Theor. Phys. 
11, 224 (1954) 
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the "n + m + r partial amplitudes". The four
dimensional points x 1 , x 2 , etc. are quite arbitrary 
and do not have to lie on the surface a. In Eqs. 
(2.3), N denotes an ordered operator product, that 
is, each field operator t(; , ifl, or ¢ is represented 
in the form of a sum of the particle absorption and 
creation operators, while all absorption operators 
lie to the right of the creation operators in the N 
product. The following very simple examples 
show the difference between the N-ordered product 
and the conventional one: 

where the ±indices denote the positive- and 
negative-frequency portions of the permutation 
functions S and 1'1. To transform analogously more 
complicated operator products it is necessary to 
employ the well-known theorem by Wick 12. 

It is easy to obtain for Eq. (2.1) an equation for 
the amplitudes 

i Sa ~x) <·~ (xt)>" = ([tji (x1), H (x)])cr, (2.4) 

and analogous equations for the multiple-particle 
amplit·- Jes. 

If the type of Hamiltonian is made more specific 
and if we assume 

where '1 f-l is the matrix of the isotopic spin of 

the nucleon, and y5 , - i yl y2y3y4 , p 1 (we use 

the Feynman form of the Dirac matrix yk ), we can 
transform Eq. (2.4) with the aid of Eq. (2.2) into: 

iScr~x) (tft.(Xl))a (2.6) 

Analogously, we can also obtain equations for the 
other amplitudes. In general, several amplitudes 

12 G. C. Wick, Phys. Rev. 80, 268 (1950); A. I. 
Akhiezer and V. B. Berestetskii, Kvantovaia el.ektro
dinamika (Quantum Electrodynamics), GITTI, Moscow, 
1953 

appear in the right half. The infinite system of 
equations that generally results is a rigorous co
variant field-equation system. It can be sub
divided into in dependent sub-systems in accord
ance with the magnitude of the nuclear charge -
the number of operators t(; and the number of ad
.ioint operators if in each of the sub-systems is 
constant. 

To obtain an approximate "terminated" system 
of equations, it is necessary to discard from the 
rigorous system of equations all amplitudes for 
a number of particles exceeding a certain number 
no· As a result we obtain a complete, and as can 
be shown also a common "terminated" system of 
equations for determining the ordered amplitudes, 
with the number of particles not exceeding the 
number no. 

When performing the calculations, it is conveni
ent to select the three-dimensional surfaces a 
such that t is constant Integrating the differ
ential equations for the amplitudes of the type 
(2.4) over the three-dimensional space, we obtain 
equations of the type. 

i :t <~ (x1)>t = ~ dr ([ ~ (x1), H (x)])t, (2. 7) 

where x"" (r, t). 
M . . 8 13 k" . h h any mvestlgators ' war mg wtt t e so-

called Tamm-Dancoff equations understand this 
term to mean one equation for one amplitude, cor
responding to the actual particle system specified 
for the given problem (for example, nucleon 
+meson in scattering theory or two nucleons in 
deuteron theory), with this equation being obtained 
from the above-described system of coupled equa
tions for n various amplitudes by approximate 
elimination of all amplitudes but one single one. 
In practice this elimination reduces to the fact 
that the kernel of the rigorous integral equation for 
the separated amplitude is expanded in powers of 
the interaction constant g and is terminated at a 
certain power of this constant. However, since it 
is known 8 that the expansion of the kernel in 
powers of g is generally divergent, such a 
simplification of the system of terminated equations 
may lead to incorrect results. 

Let us note that approximately half of the 

13 M. Levy, Phys. Rev. 88, 72, 725 (1952); F. Macke, 
Z. Naturforsch Sa, 594 (1954); W. Zimmerman, Suppl. 
Nuovo Cimento 11, 43 (1954); J. C. Taylor, Phys. Rev. 
95, 1313 (1954) 
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aiq>litudes contained in these equations can alway~ 
be eliminated. In fact, as follows from the above dis
cussion, the derivatives of the ~litudes with odd 
number of particles are expressible in terms of ampli
tudes with even number of particles, and vice versa. 
Therefore, integration of equations of the type 
(2. 7) with res.pect to time always permits expres
sing, say, all odd-particleamplitudesintermsofeven
particle ones, thus completely eliminating the odd 
amplitudes from the system of equations. 

3. TRANSFORMATION TO 
MOMENTUM REPRESENTATION 

Let us choose the surface a such that t is 
constant. Let us restrict our discussion to the 
stationary states of the physical systems. The 
state vector of such states has the following form 
in the interaction representation: 

'Y (t) = exp {i (H0 - £) t} 'F'. (3.1) 

The physical-vacuum vector has an analogous form 

'¥0 (t) = exp {i (H0 - £o) t} 'f'~, (3.2) 

where H0 is the Hamiltonian of the free, non

interacting nucleon and meson fields, 2 is the 
energy of the given system, 20 is the energy of the 
physical vacuum, and finally 'I'' and 'I'~ are 
constant vectors in the functional space. 

Let us expand operators t/J, if, and ¢in a three
dimensional Fourier series, using the known equa-

tions (3.3) 

1 1 ) -ikt' Q* (k) ihx) 9s (x) =3i2 ~ ,r;;-- (Qs (k e · + s e , 
L k r 2wk 

~~(x)= L~l2 ± ~e-ipxB~(p) u)(p), 
n=l p 

with corresponding expressions for i{j = tf/" y 4• 

Here 

kx = ())kt - kr, ())k = )/ fl-2 + k2, <3-4) 

Q8 and Q; are respectively the absorption and 
emission operators for mesons of the s type, where
by 

(3.5) 

u~(p) are four bi-spinors (n = 1, 2, 3, 4) satisfy
ing the Dirac equation for the given p and satisfy
ing the orthogonality conditions 

~ n• ( ) n' ( ) ~ LJ .Ua. p Ua; p = Onn', (3.6) 
a. 

with the indices n = 1, 2 corresponding to solu
tions with positive energy, and n = 3, 4 correspond
ing to solutions with negative energy. Furthermore, 

where o = + l for n = l, 2 and o =- l for n 
n ,\ ,\ n 

= 3, 4. Finally B 1 ( P) and B 2 ( p) are the absorp-
tion operators for nucleons of the ,\type ( ,\ = l 
for a proton and ,\ = 2 for a neutron) with momentum 

p, while B~ :(p) and B~ ( p) are the emissio.n oper

ators for anti-nucleons with momentum-p, whereby 

[~~· (p), B~:(p')]+;- a~.,:onn•opp'· 

With the aid of Eqs. (3.1) and (3.3) it is possible 
to express the time-dependent amplitudes of the 
< t/J (x 1 ) > type introduced in Sec. 2 in terms of 

the time-independent amplitudes of the type 

<B~ (p )) == '¥~· B~ (p) 'Y'. (3.9) 

Thus, for example, taking into account the 
usual commutation rule of the free-field Hamilton

ian H 0 with the operators B~ we obtain from Eqs. 
(2. 7), (3.1) and (3.3) 

<Hxl))t = L~12 ~~ u: (p) (3.10) 
n p 

exp {- ipx1 + i (p8 - W) t} <B! (p)), 

where W = E, - €,0 is the difference between the 
energy 2 of the system under consideration and 

the energy f:0 of physical vacuum. Thus W is 

equal to the observed energy of the system. 
To change over to momentum representation it is 

also necessary to employ the well-known expre s
sions for the pennutation functions: 

fl. (x) - _i_ \ d4ke-ihxo (k2 - fl-2) e (ko). (3.11) 
- (2n)3 J 

where p = Pp.Yf.L and 
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s(k0) = 1 npH ko>O, 

s(k0) = -1 npw k0<0. 

(3.12) 

With the aid of Eqs. (3.1), (3.3) and (3.11), it is 

possible to transform the system of covariant 

terminated equations in four-dimensional co
ordinate space, described in Sec. 2, into a system 
of equations for stationary amplitudes of the 

< BA ( p) > type in three-dimensional momentum 

spa~e. Thus, for example, if this transformation is 
carried out for Eq. (2. 7), we obtain two equations, one for the 

2 

quantity ~ u: (p) (B~ (p )) and the other for 
n=l 

4 

~ u: (p) <B~ (p)) . Using the orthogonality 
n=3 

of the functions u: (p) [ Eq. (3.6)] we can reduce 

both equations .into the following form 

(3.13) 

... 
where p = 8nEny4.- PY· 

Let us remark that general transformations of the 
equations, particularly the elimination of a portion 
of the amplitudes from the system of equations and 
their renormalization, is best carried out in the co
variant equations written in the coordinate space. 
On the other hand, elimination of angles and numeri
cal solutions to the equations must be performed in 
the momentum representation. 

4. "MINUS PARTICLES". 
BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 

Let us return to the question of the meaning of 
the stationary amplitudes of the < B (p) >type, 
which we shall call the Dyson amplitudes. 

In the old method of terminated equations, the 
state of the system 'l' 'was characterized by the 
aggregate of amplitudes of the following type: 

0(8 (p) . .. Q (k) . .. ) (4.1) 

.• ) Q . \TJ'I ==:<PoB(p .. . (k) ... ~ ., 

where <I>~ is the state vector of mathematical 
vacuum. These amplitudes have the sense of 
amplitudes of the probability that the state 'l'' has 
a prescribed number of particles with definite 
momenta. From the definition of mathematical 
vacuum it follows that all ordered amplitudes of 
the type of Eq. {4.1), in which the particle-emis
sion operators are encountered, equal zero. 

The Dyson amplitudes (3.9) differ from the old 
amplitudes (4.1) in that the state vector <I>~ of the 
mathematical vacuum is replaced in them by the 
state vector 'l' ~ of the physical vacuum. There
fore, the Dyson amplitudes, generally speaking, 
also differ from zero in that case when they con
tain particle-emission operators. Thus, for ex
ample, the amplitude< Q* (k) > = 'l'~'Q * (k) W' 
describes the probability that the state 'l' 'differs 
from physical vacuum by the fact that .it is short one 
meson having a momentum - k contained in the 
state 'l' ~· i.e., in vacuum. In this case we shall 
say that the state 'l''·contains one "minus-meson" 
( di 1 " . I , or correspon ng y, a mmus nuc eon or a 
"minus-antinucleon" ). Let us note the important 
fact that if the Dyson amplitudes are found for a 
given state, it is possible to determine from them 
both the "old" amplitudes of the (4.1) type, of 
state 'P', as well as the vacuum amplitudes* 

<I>~*B (p) ... Q (k) ... '¥0 • (4.2) 

Thus the solution of any physical problem ob
tained by the new method is equivalent to the solu
tion of the same problem by the old method and is 
simultaneously equivalent to the solution of the 
problem of determining the amplitudes (4.2) that 
characterize the state of physical vacuum. 

The system of equations, satisfied by the 
Dyson amplitudes, has the following form: 

(W- 'f.nEp- 8n.£p'- · · · - ~kcuk) (4.3) 

* See reference 7, Eq. (26), from which we can de
termine the ratio of any two "old" amplitudes for 
both states 'P' and w~. 
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in which we introduce the notation ~k = ± l 

Q~k (k) = Q (k), 

Ql;k (k) = Q* (k), 

if ~k = + 1, 

if ~k = -1, 

(4.4) 

and where X(p, p', ... , k) are definite linear 
functiors of the Dyson amplitudes. 

If the factor in the left half of Eq. (4.3) does not 
vanish, this equation has a unique solution 

(4.5) 

X nn' ... f.k ( ' k) p, p' ... , 
W-8nEp-/)n,Ep,-· .. -~kwk · 

On the other hand, if the factor in the left half of 
Eq. (4.3) vanishes, then it is possible to add the 

quantity 8 (W- 8nEv - 8n 'Ev, - . . . - ~k wk ), 

multiplied by an arbitrary factor, to the right half 
of the solution (4.5), which for definiteness we 

shall always take in this case to be the principal 

value. To eliminate such indeterminacy it is 
necessary, as is customary, to take into account 
the boundary conditions, without which any physi
cal problem is indeterminate. To formulate correct 
boundary conditions, we employ the connection be
tween the Dyson amplitudes and the amplitudes of 
the old method. Namely, we employ Eq. (26) of 
reference 7: 

a(N, N') (D) 

= ~ ~*(N + M) IX (N' + M) c (N, N'; M), 
M 

where a is the new-method amplitude, oc is the old
method amplitude for the same state, {3 the vacuum
state amplitude, the C' s are numerical coefficients, 
and Nand N' denote respectively the number of 
plus and minus particles. Let us remark first of 
all that the vacuum amplitudes {3 (N) should not 
contain delta-functions (if for no other reason 
than relativistic considerations of the invariance 
of the energy E 0 of the vacuum state after re
normalization, which should be zero). This leads 
to the fact that in Eq. (D) delta-functions can 
occur only because of the amplitudes 8(N '+ M) 

(since E = W when E 0 = 0 ). In fact, in the case 
of the amplitudes oc (N' + M) it is possible to ob
tain delta-functions in the form 8 (W - EN, -EM). 
Consequently, when N =;bO, a(N, N') cannot con
tain 8 (W +EN- EN,), and when N = 0 it can 

contain 8,(W- EN,). However, this appearance 
of delta-functions for amplitudes of states con
taining only plus particles is determined by the 
usual boundary conditions. On the other hand, if 
singularities of the type ( W +EN - E ,)- 1 occur 

N· 
for the amplitudes of states containing at least 
one minus particle , they must be considered in 
the sense of being principle values 7• 

Let us make two remarks. First, when dealing 
with the stationary state, as we are doing at all 
times, we do not encounter any questions concern
ing the manner in which the interaction is "turned 
on". Second, in the method of terminated equa
tions, the equation of a collision between a meson 
and a nucleon corresponds to the question of col
lisions in three-dimensional space between real 
particles (in the given approximation) rath.er than 
"bare" ones. To explain the latter, let us con
sider the amplitudes that are coupled in the 
system of terminated equations with the zero
approximation amplitudes 

<Bn (p) Q ( -p)) = 8 (p- Po) X.n, (4.6) 

where Xn = 0 when n = 3, 4 ), describing the mo
tion of the "bare" non-interacting nucleons and 
meson in terms of their center-of-inertia coordin
ates. These amplitudes describe not only the col
lision of the meson with the nucleon, but also the 
accumulation of a cloud of virtual particles about 
the "bare" nucleon and "bare" meson. It must be 
emphasized that such an accumulation takes place 
also for a meson and nucleon that are in-
finitely remote from each other (in three-dimensional 
space, corresponding to momentum space). Thus, 
for example, substitution of (4.6) into the equation 
for the amplitude < B (p) Q (k) Q (I) > discloses 
that the expression for this amplitude contains a 
termproportionalto 8(1 +P0 )8(p +k- p0 ) and 

describing a state in which the primary "ba~e" 
electron moves with a momentum- p 0 , and the 
primary nucleon is dissociated into a nucleon p and 
a meson k with a total momentum p 0 • What is sig
nificant is that here the amplitude <B (p) Q(k) Q (I)> 
is expressed in terms of the amplitude <B (p) 
x Q(-p) >by an equation similar to Eq. (4.5), 
containing no delta-function whatever in its right 
half. 

Having established the boundary conditions for 
the equations in momentum space, it is possible 
to formulate the corresponding conditions for the 
covariant equation in coordinate space. As we have 
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seen in Sec. 3, equations of the (2.6) type trans
formed into momentum space have the following 
form: (4.7) 
.a ( 
t Ft A (xl, X2, .. . ; t) =j dr Y(x1, x 2 , •.• ; r, t) 

= ~dr~d';f(xr. x2 , ••• , r, v)e-i'd, 

where A denotes any amplitude of the (2.6) type. 
The solution of this equation is 

(4.8) 

x2•··· r, v)e-ivt 

where a (x1 , x 2 , ••• ) is an arbitrary time
independent function, and the integral with respect 
to v must be understood in the principal-value 
sense ( v vanishes within the integration region). 
It is convenient to rewrite Eq. (4.8) as follows: 

A (xl> X2, •.. ; t) (4.9) 

= 1/2 ~dx'8(t-t') Y(xl, X2, ••. ; x') 

where the integration is performed over the entire 
four-dimensional space. However, such a repre
sentation must be understood to imply the condition 
that the value of the integral fort=± oo must be 
dropped from the resultant expression. The func
tion a(x 1, x 2 , ••• ) in momentum space cor
responds to a delta-function describing plane and 
spherical waves with an energy W. From the 
boundary conditions formulated above for the 
momentum space, it follows that for all states in 
which there is at least one minus particle the 
function a (x 1 , x 2 , ••• ) must be set equal to 
zero. For states containing only plus particles, 
this function must also be set equal to zero if the 
freqeuncy v does not vanish within the integration 
region, otherwise the function a does vanish 
and should not be so selected that the function A 
corresponds to plane and outgoing plus-particle 
waves with a total energy W, corresponding to the 
conditions of the problem. 

In particular, in the scattering of a meson by a 
nucleon at energies W that are insufficient for the 
formation of a second free meson, it follows from 
the above that the function vanishes for all 
amplitudes except for the state amplitude 

< B (p )Q (- p. ) (one "bare" meson and one 
"bare" nucleon). 

5. EQUATIONS FOR THE 
MESON + NUCLEON SYSTEM 

Let us restrict ourselves to consideration of the 
states of a system having not more than three 
virtual particles. Accordingly, we write down 
equations similar to Eq. (2.6) for the principal 
amplitude of the problem < tjJ (x 1 ) x rp (x 2 ) >t and 
for the amplitudes that couple with it 

< ·~ (xl) )t, < ·~(xi) 7 Cx2) 7 (x3) )t 

and 

(nucleon, nucleon +two mesons and nucleon 
+pair). The right halves of the equations for the 
latter two amplitudes contain the principal 
amplitude< t/J(x 1 )rp.(x 2 ) \and the four-dimen
sional amplitudes< ifi (x 1 ) t/1 (x 2 ) tjl:(x 3 ) rp (x 4 )t 

and< t/J(x 1 ) rp(x 2 ) rp (x 3 )rp (x4 ) >t; the latter 
will be omitted in our approximation. 

Integrating the differential equations for the 
single-particle and three-particle amplitudes, we 
express them in accordance with Eq. (4.9) * in 
terms of their right halves, i.e., in terms of the 
amplitude <t/J(x 1 )rp,(x2 ) >t. The resultant ex
pressions for the single-particle and three
particle amplitudes are inserted into the right half 
of the equation for the amplitude <X (x 1) rp (x 2} >t 
to obtain the final equation for this amplitude: 

(5.1) 

where the following notation is used: (5.2) 

X < 'fP. (x') ?s' (x) )t• 

• Following the argument in Sec. 4, It IS unnecessary 
to 'introduce into this equation additional terms of the 
type a ( x 1, • • • ) if the energy of the system is in
sufficient for emission of a second free meson. 
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- ~ (x- Xz) (ZS (xi- x') 15S (x'- x)) 15 < ·~~'- (x) rs' (x') )t'; 

Y2 = (ZS (x1 - x) ~ (x- x 2)) '& 55 (x- x') 15 < 'f~'- (x') rs' (x'))t·; 

Yn = 35 (x1 - x) 15 (ZS (x- x') ~ (x'- x)) 15 < ?" (x') ?s (xz)) f'; 

Ym = 2~ (x- x2) Tr (ZS (x- x'b 5S (x'- x) 15) < •'f" (x1) ?s (x') )t·· 

The symbol Z has the following meaning: 

(ZS (x') ~ (x")) = s<+l (x') ~<-> (x") (5.3) 

- S(-) (x') ~<+> (x") 

with analogous consideration when ~ (x ") is re
placed by S (x "); the symbol Tr denotes the trace 
of the matrix relative to the spin indices. Finally, 
N 1 and N 2 are operators in the isotopic-spin 
space 

N = 'ts' 'ts N === 'ts 'ts' . 
1 AV VfL' 2 AV vp 

The eigenvalues of these operators .are: 

N1 = - I, N 2 = 3, 
N1 =2, N2 = 0, 

if 1= 1/z, 
if I=%, 

(5.4) 

(5.5) 

where I denotes the total isotopic spin of the 
meson+ nucleon system. From now on we shall 
no longer write down the isotopic indices ,\and 
s, and will take the operators N 1 and N2 to mean 
their eigenvalues (5.5). 

Diagrams representing the kernel Yi of Eq. (5.1) 
are given in the Figure. 

l 

6 
I 
I 
I 
~ 

The first two kernels correspond to the scattering 
of a meson by a nucleon, whereby kernel Y 1 

corresponds to scattering with the initial emission 
of a meson ("chain with emission") and Y 2 cor
responds to the initial absorption of the meson 
("chain with absorption"). These kernels are 
finite while the kernels Y and Y corresponding 

. n m 
to the self energy of the nucleon and meson, 
respectively, are infinite and must be renormal
ized (as incidentally must be the finite kernel 
Y 2 , see below). The renormalization of the self-
energy terms will be considered separately; in 

this section we shall not consider these terms at 
all and will examine only the finite kernels Y1 
and Y 2 • Let us note that Eq. (5.1) takes into ac
count all the processes corresponding to all pos
sible iterations of the diagrams in the Figure. 

The transitionfrom Eq. (5.1) to the momentum 
representation is carried out quite analogously 
with that performed in Sec. 3. We shall use a sys
tem of coordinates with the origin ot the center of 
inertia of the meson and nucleon. Let p0 be the 

momentum of the falling nucleon, and- p that of 
0 

the falling meson, so that the energy of the 
system is 

W = £ 0 + w0 = V M2 + p~ + V p.z + p~. (5.6) 

It is convenient to introduce the following desig
nations for the amplitudes 

where E, like ~; assumes the values ± 1 (E = + 1 
for n = 1, 2, i.e., for plus nucleons and E =- 1 for 
n = 3, 4, i.e., for minus antinucleons ); the index 
oc = 1, 2 differentiates among the possible ( mech
anical) spin directions of the nucleons and anti
nucleons. Let us also introduce the Pauli matri
ces a acting on the spin index oc, and finally also 
the designation 

ae~ (p) = (-;p yl-e),z b''!, (p) (5.8) 
P/ 

(we omit the spin indices). Using these designa
tions, Eq. (5.1) (without the Y n and Y m terms) 
assumes the following form in the momentum 
representation: 

(W- sE- ~w) ae~ (p) (5.9) 

= :7t ~~dp'R~~.(p, p')a•'~'(p'), 
e'!;' 

R:~, (p, p') = <p (p, p') {Nls:~. (p, p') (5.10) 
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where 

g2 I 1 v(E + M) (E' + M) 
A= 87t2 • rp(p, p) = 2 EE'ww' ' 

(5.ll) 

S•~, ( 1) = It (-p-)(1-<)/2 (-p_' -)(1-e')/2 [(W _ M) 
• !; p' p ee ~ E + M E' + M m ••. 

+ n~;;,' (eE + el E' + ~w + ~~w~- M- W)]+~(E ~ Mr-•)/2(E' ;, M)r-•'l/2 

- -
X E ~ M E'a! M [(W + M) m ••. + (eE + e1 E 1 + ~w + ~ 1w' + M- W) n;~;·], 

T:~~(p, p') = (e + ~) {w ~M(M p Er-•)/2(M p' E't-•')/2 + 

+ _1_ ( E + M)(1-<)/2 (E' + M\(l_:e')/2 -;;p -;;p' } 
W-M p p' ) E+M E'+M' 

m ••. = {Eq(eEq + eE + e1E 1 - W)}-1, (5.12) 
n~;· = {Eq (~Eq + ~w + ~ 1w1 - W)}-1, 

and E, E: cu, and cu 'denote the energies of the 
nucleon and the meson with momentum g and 
momentum p ', and E q = y ( p + p ') 2 + M • 

In accordance with what was said in Sec. 4, the 
asymptotic behavior of the function a+,+(p) in the 
scattering problems under consideration should 
correspond to the incident and outgoing waves. 
We accordingly put 

a+,+(p)=o(p-p0) (5.13) 

where, as usual, 8 + (x) = i 17 8(x)- ( 1/x) and for 

the remaining functions 
-1-

·~c )-- .. t•l;c) a P -- W-e:E-~w P · 
(5.14) 

Inserting Eqs. (5.13) and (5.14) into (5.9), we ob
tain 

/'~(p) = 4~ R"J+ (p, Po) (5.15) 

+ i ~ ~ dp 1 R~'+ (p, p 1) t+ (p1) o (E1 + w1 
- W) 

A ~ \ I R!\· (p, p') t•'!;' (p') 
+ 47t •'!;' ~dp W-e:'E' -~'w' . 

To separat.e the. angular ~ariable~, we empl~y the 
system of mvar1ant functions L 1- for the spm and 
angles, as discussed in reference 14: 

14 I. E. Tamm, Iu. A. Gol'fand and V. Ia. Fainberg, j. 
Exper. Thecret. Phys. USSR 26, 649 (1954) 

Lt(n, D 1)=(l+l)P1(cos0) (5.16) 

-i-;[nn 1]Pf(cos0) for }=1+ 1/ 2 , 

L! (n, D 1) = lP1 (cos 6) 

+ i-; [nn 1] Pf(cos fl) for j = l- 1/2· 

Thanks to the transformation (5.8) introduced 
above, all that is needed to separate the angle 
variables is to expand the functions {Eg and the 

kernels R ~;t' in polynomials of L I· Introducing 
into Eq. (5.15) the expansion of the functions 

/':,. (p) = ~L[= (; • ;: ) /tz~;(p), (5.17) 

we obtain, after elimil!ating the angle and spin 
variables, a system of eqtiations for the scattering 

amplitudes r~f, corresponding to the prescribed 
values of the total and orbital momentum, and de
pending only on the modulus of p: 

(5.18) 

'2 • jl •1; 

+ ) ~ \ P dp Re'f,' (p, p') ~~·:,.• ( 1) 

'e'!;' ~ W-e:' E'- ~~ w' Jl P · 

Here the kernels il R are related to the functions 
il S and il T by the earlier Eq. (5.10), whereby, un
like Eq. (5.11), we have 
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ils•~ _ ~~'t (-p-)(I-•l/2 (-p-' -)(1-e')/2 [e ( W- M) Jk (E + ee' E' - e W) 
e'~' - "- " E + M E' + M 1 

(5.19) 

+ ~ ( e£ + e' E' + ~w + ~' w' - M - W) J h, ( w + ~~' w' - ~ W)] 

+ "(-p-)<r+•l/2 (-p_' -)<r+•'l/2 [ (W+ lllfiJ (E + 'E'- W) ~; E + M E' + M s . "'H k, ss s 

We do not need the expression for jl T, and we will 
not write it down. Equation (5.19) employs the 
notation 

(5.20) 

where P k (x) are the Legendre polynomials. For the 

state S y, ( j = 1/2, l = 0) it is necessary to put in 
(5.18) k 1 = 0 and k2 = 1; for the P y, state we have 
k 1 = 1 and k 2 = 0, and for the P 312 state we have 

k 1 = 1 and k 2 = 2. 
Equations (5 .18) for the functions fi 1 contain 

imaginary coefficients. However, with the aid of 
the transformation 

it is possible to obtain an equatifn with real coef
ficients for the real functions U~ . These equa-

l 

tions differ from Eq. (5.18) only by the substitution 
of U for f and by the absence of an imaginary com
ponent in the brackets. 

It is easy to verify that the phase of the scat
tering of the pi-mesons by nucleons for the waves 
j, l and I is given by the equation 

t I, 4TC2poEowo I u++ (p ) 
g Ojl = - Eo+ Wo jl o • (5.22) 

The numerical values of the coefficients N 1 and N 2 
in Eq. (5.10), relating R with Sand T, depend on 
the isotopic spin I of the state, as shown in Eq. 
(5.5). 

Let us note that according to Eq. (5.5) the 
coefficient N 2 in the function T differs from zero 
only when I=~. and moreover, the coefficients 
ilT themselves, obtained by expanding Tin poly
nomials of Cz, differ from zero only for the S y, 
and P y, states. This is explained by the fact that 
the ke:nel T corresponds to a "chain with absorp-

tion" Y 2 , i.e., in the intermediate state we have 
only one nucleon at rest in the center-of-inertia 
system, and consequently having spins ! =I = ~-

Unlike the kernel S, the isotopic behavior of the 
kernel Tat large momenta is such, that those of 
Eqs. (5.18) containing the kernel T (that is, the 

Yzs d Y.p ) h f" · 1 equations for y, an y. ave no mtte so u-
tions. This is due to the fact that iteration of the 
diagrams l\ and Y 2 , corresponding to the kernels 
Sand T and therefore taken into account in our 
integral equations, l(!ads to diagrams containing 
peaks and overlapped by singularities of the self
energy type. Thus the equations for the states 

Y.sy, and Y.p y, must be subjected, in addition to 
renormalization of the self-energy terms, to an ad
ditional renormalization thateliminates the above 
singularities11 Since we have not yet performed 
this additional renormalization, we are restricitng 
ourselves, like the authors of reference 2, to 
consideration of those Eqs. (5.18) tltat do not con
tain the kernel T. Let us note that all the equa
tions considered in this section agree fully with 
the results of reference 2, provided we neglect all 
amplitudes and kernels for which f and ,; differ 
from+ l. 

When the energies W are not too large, only S 
and P waves play a considerable part in the 3Cat
tering. At the present time we are engaged in 
solving numericallS the srpstem of Eq. (5.18) for 

3/2 3/2 3/2p d Y.p the four states y,, y,, 312 an 3; 2 at 
various energies (up to the energy corresponding 
to the kinetic energy of mesons in a laboratory 
system of the order of 300 mev ). The results of 

the calculatio.n will be published separately. 
6. RESULTS OF RENORMALIZATION 

Because oflack of space we cannot consider in detail 
the question of renormalization, and we shall therefore re
strict ourselves to a l:riefstatementof the results. 

Inclusion of terms Y andY inEq. (5.1) leads to the ap
pearance of additional 'finite tafter renormalizatio~terms 
in the lefthalvesofEqs. (5.9),(5.15) and(5.}8). As are
sult, for exl'!ffiPle, it is necessary to replace fl/,;in the left 
halfofEq. (5.18) by ~ e ~· 

£..) Ae!; f , 
e'!;.'ue'E' 

/),.. '"' = b .• , ' -- s - c w ·~ ·~ (W 'E, "' )-1 
E "- & '-o • ' (6.1) 
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where 

b~~;· = o .. ·oi;;' {CW- z£- ~w) [1 +A(~)]- s ~ B (~) (6.2) 

+ ~c ( s)} + o,,·o~. -c:·~C ( s) + o;c;;'o,, _,B (~) ; ; 

1 
. 3 ( I IJ.2 (1 -- U) + M2U2 I 

B (~) = 2A. ~ dUUin fL2 (i-U) + v2 (U _ u2) + UM2 , (6.4) 
0 

1 

C (z) =- 4), ~ du {[3p2 (U- U2) + M2]1n ~~:~ ~: ~~ =~:~ \ (6.5) 
0 
_ (p2 + t.L2) (U _ U2) [M2 _ 3!1-2 (U _ U2)] \ 

M2- fL2 (U- u~) J ' 

v2 = p2 _ (W _ ~w)2, p2 = p2 _ (W _ s£).2 (6.6) 

For large values of p and for sufficiently small 
values of A, the determinant of the matrix 11 !~ .;-' 
has the following form 

( 3 )2 ( 11 ' )2 11 ·~ 1 - 4 ), In p 1 - 4 1. In p , (6.7) 

that is, it can vanish. 11 can also vanish for 
large values of A. Here, as A increases, the value 
p for which the determinant vanishes decreases. 
The vanishing of 11 is closely related to the results 
of the investigations described in reference 15, 
where it is shown that both in electrodynamics and 
in meson dynamics the solution of the approximate 
equations for the Green's function leads to the ap· 
pearance in the corresponding functions of addi
tional poles that have no direct physical meaning 

15 L. D. Landau, A. A. Abrikosov and I. M. Khalatni
kov, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 95, 497, 773, 1177 (1954); 
96, 261 (1954); A. A. Abrikosov, A. D. Galanin and I. M. 
Khalatnikov, Dokl. Akad. Nauk SSSR 97, 793 (1954) 

(see also reference 10 ). All this points out the 
limited applicability of the approximate equations-

In general, however, taking the higher approxi
mations into account can lead to a radical change 
in the asymptotic behavior of Green's function, 
or in our case, to a corresponding substantial 
change in the behavior of 11. Let us remark that 
if we limit ourselves to consideration of the 
functions u++ and u-+, and if we also ignore the 
polarization of the meson vacuum, we obtain 

~ = { 1 +A ( +)- MB (+) .}2 (6.8) 
(W-w)~-8 

This expression does not vanish if A is not too 
large. 

Translated by J. G. Adashko 
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